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Introduction 
CX-S9-D02 is a dusk to dawn sensor AC power sockets, built-in 2 PCS 

250V/13A UK sockets .At the backside have a switch (ON/SENSOR), it can 

realize always on and dawn sensor function. 

Features 
·Wide voltage input range: 90-265V 

·Working frequency: 47～63HZ 

·Water proof level: IP54 

Application 
·Outside Fountain 

·Outside landscape lamp  

·Outside street light 
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Parameters 

AC Working voltage range 90V～265V 

AC Working frequency 47～63HZ 

AC Rated output current 10A（2PCS sockets total 10A） 

AC Max output current 13A（2PCS sockets total 13A） 

Waterproof level IP54 

AC wire diameter 1.5mm² 

Sockets no-load loss <2MA 

Working temperature 
-35℃～+65℃ 

 

Installation 

· Carefully unpack contents and check to make sure all parts are present. 

then put the plastic stake plug into the bottom hole of the sockets. 

· Put the AC sockets to the suitable place, stake to ground, then plug in. 

· Insert the appliance into the 2 sockets, it can works. 

 

Note: 1.When you slide the backside switch to “ON”, the 2 sockets always 

have AC output. 

      2. When you slide the backside switch to “SENSOR” , the sockets 

turn on dawn sensor function ,while at dusk the AC output will 

active, at dawn the sockets have no AC output.  

Attention 

· This product water proof level is IP54, just can prevent splash water, can’t  

prevent big water, so please installation it to the suitable place to avoid the 

rain.  

· This product built-in 2 UK sockets, if you only use one socket the rated 

current can reach to 10A,max current to 13A,but can’t loading 13A 

appliance in long time to avoid to burn the socket and inside circuit. 

· If use 2 sockets at the same time, the max current can’t exceed to 13A.  

 

Contact: Katherine 

Email:sales02@szchuxu.com 

Mobile:86-15273949593 


